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now uncovering the Self-Leader System that’ll take us into that 
world.  As I uncover the Self-Leader System, I’ll give you lessons 
and assignments along with me.  I can get you started today; here’s 
your first assignment called Project Curiosity:  Start educating 
yourself on the different aspects of the business at work.  As you 
initiate this process, you must not be afraid to take on opportunity 
— camouflaged sometimes as unwanted responsibilities.  But 
realize, those seemingly unwanted responsibilities are just part of 
getting used to change.  We’re taught to avoid change.  But you’ll 
go through a lot of changes as you go through The Self-Leader 
System and gain more and more integrated knowledge.  Those 
changes will require some getting used to at first.  Before long, 
what seemed unpleasant before will become the most exciting part 
of your career — change…the opposite of a routine rut.  Like me, 
you’ll quickly start having fun.  You’ll rapidly go through changes 
as you discover a world of wealth-building actions all around you.  
At that point, you’ll be ready for your next lesson.  Here, I’ll write 
down Lesson One:” 
 

The Self-Leader System  
Lesson One 
(Inside Secret) 

Start Project Curiosity to educate yourself about the 
business and acquire a general overview of integrated 
knowledge.  Project Curiosity is your starting line to wealth.  
After a week of Project Curiosity — learning the business 
inside and out — you will begin to see integrated clusters of 
wealth-building actions all around you.  Those clusters that 
build wealth with no limits will have you motivated for the 
next lesson, which I now believe will turn out to be an 
incredible shortcut to wealth! 

 
After discovering Step One above of the Seven Step System, realize 
you will journey into the full Seven Step System when you view the 

video — when you click open this box! 
Click Here To View Video 
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